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ABSTRACT 

The term refers to the favorableness or unfavourableness of a total job 

environment for people. QWL(Quality of work life) programs are another way in 

which organizations recognize their responsibility to develop jobs and working 

conditions that are excellent for people as well as for economic health of the 

organization. The elements in a typical QWL program include – open 

communications, equitable reward systems, a concern for employee job security and 

satisfying careers and participation in decision making. Many early QWL efforts 

focus on job enrichment. Vigorous Domestic and International competition drive 

organizations to be more productive. Proactive managers and human resource 

departments respond to this challenge by finding new ways to improve productivity. 

Some strategies rely heavily upon new capital investment and technology. Others seek 

changes in employee relations practices. 

Human resource departments are involved with efforts to improve productivity 

through changes in employee relations. QWL means having good supervision, good 

working conditions, good pay and benefits and an interesting, challenging and 

rewarding job. High QWL is sought through an employee relations philosophy that 

encourages the use of QWL efforts, which are systematic attempts by an organization 

to give workers greater opportunities to affect their jobs and their contributions to the 

organization’s overall effectiveness. That is, a proactive human resource department 

finds ways to empower employees so that they draw on their “brains and wits,” 

usually by getting the employees more involved in the decision-making process. 
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I.INTRODUCTION 

The term refers to the favorableness or 

unfavourableness of a total task 

surroundings for folk. QWL programs 

are another hole or door in vessel that 

institutions acknowledge their blame to 

expand tasks and occupied environments 

that are wonderful for crowd in addition 

to for business-related strength of the 

arranging. The materials in a 

conventional QWL program contain – 

open publicity, impartial reward plans, a 

concern for attendant task freedom and 

fulfilling courses and partnership 

hesitation making. Many early QWL 

exertions devote effort to something task 

advancement. In addition to 

reconstructing whole plan, QWL 

programs normally stress happening of 

laborer abilities, the decline of 

pertaining to work stress and the 

happening of more cooperative labor-

administration connections. Vigorous 

Domestic and International contest drive 

institutions expected more creative.  

Proactive managers and human means 

areas put oneself in the place of another 

this challenge by judgment new habits to 

help output. Some methods wait thickly 

upon new capital expenditure and 

science. Others inquire changes in staff 

member connections practices. Human 

support areas are complicated 

accompanying works to enhance output 

through changes in representative 

connections. QWL way bearing good 

project, good active environments, good 

pay and benefits and an appealing, 

questioning and pleasing task. High 

QWL is wanted through a worker 

connections knowledge that boosts the 

use of QWL works that are orderly 

attempts by an institution to present 

employees better hope to influence their 

tasks and their offerings to the 

arrangement’s overall influence. That is, 

a full of enthusiasm human reserve area 

finds habits to authorize representatives 

because they make use of their “minds 

and humor,” commonly by confiscating 

the staff members more complicated in 

the administrative process.  

➢ Humanized work through qwl  

One alternative search out re-design 

tasks to have the attributes wanted by 

public, and re-design institutions to have 

the atmosphere wanted by people as 

political whole. This approach inquires 

to boost QWL. There is a need to 

present peasants more of a challenge, 

more of a whole task, more events to use 
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their plans. Close attention to QWL 

supplies more acculturated work 

surroundings. It attempts to do the 

bigger-order needs of peasants in 

addition to their more elementary needs. 

It inquires to engage the bigger abilities 

of laborers and to specify an atmosphere 

that boosts ruling class to advance their 

abilities. The plan is that workforce bear 

perform and not absolutely secondhand. 

Further, whole bear not have 

extravagantly negative environments. It 

concedes possibility not set traders 

under excessive stress. It concedes 

possibility not damage or humiliate their 

human race. It concede possibility not be 

menacing or excessively hazardous. 

Finally, it bear enhance, or not 

completely leave not hurt, employees’ 

skills to act in additional growth acts, to 

a degree resident, partner and person. 

That is, work bear cause accepted 

friendly progress.  

 

II.REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Rochita ganguly, mukherjee ( 2010), 

the analyst proposed at the study of 

Nature of the seen value of work 

existence (QWL) of the academy 

laborers, the character of their task 

vindication, the type of union betwixt 

QWL and Job Satisfaction. The results 

display that the picked group of 

academy agents seen various facets of 

their status of work history as either 

incompatible namely. Autonomy, top 

administration support and worker’s 

control for the most part or they have 

had the amount of crisis to inform any 

different facets to a degree individual 

tumor convenience and work 

complicatedness principally significance 

the potential including a slight current of 

negative belief.  

Jeyaratham.and malarvizhi (2011), in 

their item have explained about the 

Quality of work history with Sugar mill 

Employees in Erode District. The results 

of the study revealed that the 

fundamental approach for reconstructing 

the status of work existence is first to 

recognize staff member’s main needs 

and to assuage those needs. Hence the 

study registered that increase in 

characteristic of work history results in 

increase in output and unhappiness 

ability occur on account of lack of 

acknowledgment, dull work, unsound 

peer connection, weak occupied 

condition, depressed pride, pertaining to 

work stress, difficult assigned work, 
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boredom, fatigue, period pressures, task 

danger, imbalance of task etc.. The study 

urged that publicity procedures maybe 

revised by bestowing grade for 

classification in accordance with the 

happening of the staff members. 

Arranging contemplation classes and 

pleasure programmers for the laborers 

can underrate pertaining to work stress.  

Shiney chib (2012), Conducted a study 

on Quality of Work existence and 

administrative accomplishment working 

place of a private production part, 

Nagpur, India through an organized 

inquiry holding 31 parts had connection 

with 6 variables, that is to say 

administrative conduct, task vindication, 

QWL, carry on procedure, party 

procedure and merger procedure. The 

scientist has planned two models, 

individual is arranging efficiency 

depends on QWL, Job vindication, 

undertake procedure, party tactics and 

merger partnership and the additional 

individual is QWL that depends on 

Organization efficiency., task 

vindication, conduct procedure, guest 

tactics and cause partnership. The calm 

dossier were resolved utilizing plain 

portion, reversion and equating study. 

The study tells that two together the 

models stand valid and QWL had 

important connection accompanying 

administrative act.  

III.DATA ANALYSIS & 

INTERPRETATION 

1 .  A r e  y o u  s a t i s f i ed  w i t h  y o u r  

s a l a r y  p ack ag e ?  

Highly satisfied 

a) satisfied 

b) Neutral 

c) Dissatisfied 

d) Highly Dissatisfied 

 

 

 

 

INTERPRETATION: from the same 

the fee bundle is well appeased by 50% 

society.  
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2. How far you are satisfied with 

your current job? 

a) Highly satisfied 

b) satisfied 

c) Neutral 

d) Dissatisfied 

e) Highly Dissatisfied  

 

 

   

 

INTERPRETATION: above it shows 

that most of people as political whole 

46% are very appeased accompanying 

the current task  

3. Is the organization providing 

casual leave with pay?  

a) Strongly Agree 

b) Agree 

c) Moderate 

d) Disagree 

e) Strongly Disagree 

 

 

 

 

INTERPRETATION:  

It shows that most of people as political 

whole belief is moderate concerning the 

offhand authority to pay from the 

institution.  

 

4. What do you feel about the 

medical facilities provided by the 

concern?  

a) Strongly Agree 

b) Agree 

c) Moderate 

d) Disagree 

e) Strongly Disagree 
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INTERPRETATION:  

Nearly 54 % feel that the healing 

conveniences determined by arranging 

concern appears expected concurred.  

5. Are you satisfied with the bonus 

provided to you?  

a) Strongly Agree 

b) Agree 

c) ModerSate 

d) Disagree 

e) Strongly Disagree 

 

 

 

 

INTERPRETATION:  

18% crowd are powerfully be agreeable 

or suitable the benefit determined apiece 

arrangement and 30 % are be agreeable 

or suitable and 48% are rather be 

agreeable or suitable the dividend apiece 

institution.  

IV.FINDINGS 

• 50% of members are appeased 

accompanying the payroll whole.  

• 59% of workers are appeased 

accompanying the current task.  

• 41% of representatives are 

appeased accompanying 

occasional authority to pay.  

• 39% of workers are compensated 

accompanying the healing 

conveniences.  

• 45% of members are 

compensated accompanying the 

benefit.  
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• 43.5% of members are appeased 

accompanying the water bottle 

ability.  

• 44% of members are quenched 

accompanying the ESI & PF.  

• 50% of staff members are 

compensated accompanying the 

athletic and security active 

environments.  

• 63% of representatives are 

quenched accompanying the task 

safety.  

• 43.5% of members are appeased 

accompanying the publicity 

tactics.  

• 44% of clerks are impartial 

accompanying character of work 

growth.  

• 39% of clerks are gratified 

accompanying the consideration 

of changes.  

• 54% of representatives are 

compensated sociable friendship 

with clerks.  

• 45% of laborers are gratified 

accompanying preparation.  

• 52% of workers are compensated 

accompanying acting estimation.  

• 50% of clerks are quenched 

accompanying gripe redressed.  

• 59% of clerks are very 

discontented accompanying 

reward acknowledgment.  

• 41% of laborers are quenched 

accompanying the course 

growth.  

• 48% of attendants are gratified 

accompanying the exemption 

likely to the representative for 

achievement their own work. 

From the use city square table 

skilled is no important 

dissimilarity 'tween the age and 

the status of work history.  

V.CONCLUTIONS  

Social security blueprint in addition to 

prosperity measures that are initiated for 

one association are considerable.  

These measures are not only for the 

party but more for the operators through 

vindication levels a guest can confirm 

either an operator has proved 

welcome/her best acting on likely task.  

Welfare measures of the agents concede 

possibility surrender dangerously apiece 

top administration to increase the delight 

level by providing differing benefits and 

abilities to ruling class. 
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